. If f e C(K) and if for each xe K there is a neighborhood U x such that f e H(K Π U x ), then feH(K).

THEOREM 1.3. A measure μ on K is an annihilating measure for H(K) if and only if there exist distributions X l9
, X n of order <^ r -1 with support in K such that μ = Σ dXj/dz 3 .
It is possible that Theorem 1.1 remains valid if / is merely required to satisfy df/dzj = 0 on K, 1 ^ j ^ n. We know of no counterexample. Theorem 1.2 implies an approximation theorem of the KeldyshMergelyan type if, in addition to the above hypotheses, K has the "segment property", i.e., if there is an open cover {Z7J of dK and corresponding vectors {wj such that for 0 < t < 1 z + tw ζ lies in the interior of K whenever z e K Π [/<. In this case every function which is continuous on K and holomorphic in the interior of K satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 so lies in H(K). In particular, if K is a product of smoothly bounded domains, then K has the segment property. The case r = 1 when K is the closure of a strongly pseudoconvex domain in C n has been treated by Lieb [8] and Kerzman [7] . We use their method to prove Theorem 1.2.
If we consider Theorem 1.3 in the case r = 1 we conclude that each annihilating measure for H(K) where K is the closure of a strongly pseudo-convex domain is the ^-divergence of an w-tuple of measures supported on K (distributions of order 0). This implies the following localization theorem for annihilating measures which is wellknown in case n -1 [2, Lemma 3.2.11] Andreotti and Stoll [1] for the case of a polycylinder. Our proof, like theirs, follows the induction procedure used in the proof of the familiar Dolbeaut-Grothendieck lemma, but we make essential use of the representation theorem of Grauert and Lieb [5] for bounded solutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equations in strongly pseudo-convex domains. The following theorem is due to Grauert and Lieb [5] in the case n > 1, and is simply a restatement of known properties of the Cauchy kernel when n -1. 
Also, G is the union of an increasing sequence of admissible open sets {G v } for which {Δ(G V )} is a constant sequence.
If G is an open set in C n we denote by BC~(G) the space of functions on G whose derivatives of all orders are bounded and continuous on G. We will need the following corollary of Theorem 2.1.
(ii) H/il^ J^max^JI^ H; , a n ): \a\ ^ k and ^ = 0 if j > n x + + wj) Then the diagonal sequence {fμ, μ } converges uniformly on each G μ to a continuous function / defined on all of G. But / is in fact in C°°(G) since, if v > μ 9 f vv -f μμ is holomorphic on G μ and /"" -f μμ ->f -f μμ on G^. Thus f -f μμ is holomorphic, hence in C^iGμ) so / e C~{G μ ) for each μ. This also shows that df = g on G. Then f δ eC°°(C n ),f δ ->f uniformly as <5->0 and for each a,
where G 5 = {z -dw: zeG,\w\^l).
For each ί, 1 ^ i ^ r we can find a sequence {&£} of admissible neighborhoods such that K t -Π G< and such that {Δ{Gt)\ is a constant sequence. Let us denote the constant by Δ i9 Choose A ^ 1 such that A ^ At for 1 ^ i ^ r.
Let ε > 0 be given. Choose δ 0 such that ||/ -f δ \\ κ < ε/2 if δ < δ 0 . Choose v such that if G = Gί x x G>, then Choose a C°° partition of unity φ l9 , φ m subordinate to the cover {U x .}. Letg^ΣjiΦiih-hi) .
Notice that ||flr fc ||^f cnJ5: <_2e. Also^-^-h s -h k and dg, -dg k = 0 on U Xj Π ϊ7 βA; Π G\ Thus {3^-} defines a (0, 1) form g on G v which satisfies dg -0 so by Theorem 2.2 we can find u e C°°(G where C and J are independent of ε. Since ε was arbitrary, this completes the proof.
4* Annihilating Measures for H(K). If G is an open set in C n
we denote by A (0>1) (G) the space of differential forms of type (0,1) on G of class C°°. We topologize A (0>1) (G) as the direct sum of n copies of the Frechet space C°°(G) with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of G of derivatives of all orders. The dual space of C°°(G) is the space of distributions on C n whose support is a compact subset of G. We will identify the dual space of A {0Λ] (G) with the space of distributions with compact support in G. (G) the space of (0,1) forms on G with coefficients in C r (G), topologized as the direct sum of n copies of C r (G) with the norm i.e., μ= -'ΣidXj/dZj. Finally, it is clear that each X 3 is of order < r -1. Conversely, suppose μ is a measure on K, and μ -Σ dXj/dz, where λ x , , X n are distributions with compact support on K. If / is holo-
